Our History Begins Here. Let Us Start You on the Journey.

Share your completed coloring pages with us!
Tag @thomasvillehistory on Facebook and Instagram and use #ourhistorybeginshere!
Hello, from Thomasville History Center!

Pleased to meet you, friends! This is your guide to discovering all of Thomasville’s treasures at home and across the community.

When you see a that means there’s something you can find!

When you see a that means there’s something you can color, a question you can answer, or an activity you can complete!

When you see a that means you’re about to learn something new!

When you see a that means there is something you can make!

Remember, some items with a don’t have to look exactly like the picture. Use it as inspiration to explore something new, find things that are alike, and things that are different.

Thomasville History Center Word Search
Can you find all of the words that describe the History Center? Words may be horizontal (left to right), vertical (top to bottom), or diagonal (across).

Thomasville History Center
Museum Dawson Street Fountain Bowling Alley Courthouse Log House Story Explore Discover Community Preservation Historic District
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The Thomasville History Center was created in 1952 by local citizens who wanted to preserve the community's history. They began collecting photographs, letters, maps, and more. The County allowed the History Center to use two rooms in the jail for a workroom and to hold the growing collection. Dr. Bill Rogers from Florida State University used the collection to write the history of Thomas County. By 1965, the History Center had outgrown the jail and was looking for a permanent home. With money donated by Mrs. Elizabeth Ireland "Pansy" Poe, the History Center was able to buy the property at 725 N. Dawson Street. A big two story brick house with lots of land around it and a bowling alley in the backyard! Thanks to the generosity of Mrs. Pansy and others, the History Center could continue to grow. In 1972 the museum opened to the public and began sharing the story of Thomas County and its people with members of the community and visitors from all over the country and world.

Miss Elizabeth "Bessie" Hopkins was asked to write the history of Thomas County in 1951 and collected thousands of documents and photographs over the years that she worked on the project. There was no piece of the puzzle too small for Miss Bessie!

How the Thomasville History Center Came to Be...

The Thomasville History Center was created in 1952 by local citizens who wanted to preserve the community's history. They began collecting photographs, letters, maps, and more. The County allowed the History Center to use two rooms in the jail for a workroom and to hold the growing collection. Dr. Bill Rogers from Florida State University used the collection to write the history of Thomas County. By 1965, the History Center had outgrown the jail and was looking for a permanent home. With money donated by Mrs. Elizabeth Ireland "Pansy" Poe, the History Center was able to buy the property at 725 N. Dawson Street. A big two story brick house with lots of land around it and a bowling alley in the backyard! Thanks to the generosity of Mrs. Pansy and others, the History Center could continue to grow. In 1972 the museum opened to the public and began sharing the story of Thomas County and its people with members of the community and visitors from all over the country and world.

Bessie Hopkins

Miss Elizabeth "Bessie" Hopkins was asked to write the history of Thomas County in 1951 and collected thousands of documents and photographs over the years that she worked on the project. There was no piece of the puzzle too small for Miss Bessie!

Be Like Bessie

Print out the puzzle on page 3, then cut out each piece. Answer the questions on each piece. For those pieces without questions, put a fact about you or draw a picture that represents you. Then, put the puzzle back together to tell the story of you! The puzzle, and the answers you add to each piece will help you to complete a later activity.
Some museums study and display art, some explore science and technology, and others collect, protect, and share the stories and items that make up our history.

**What is a museum?**
Some museums study and display art, some explore science and technology, and others collect, protect, and share the stories and items that make up our history.

**What is in a museum?**
Museums have collections of "stuff" that helps them to tell important stories. Think of a collection like a puzzle piece, when you put the individual pieces together, you make a whole picture. That picture is the story of the past.

**At-Home Scavenger Hunt**
With a grown-up’s permission, go through your home and gather at least one item from each of the three categories above. We’ll use them to make a museum exhibit!
Museums tell stories using artifacts, images, and words. These stories are shared through exhibits. An exhibit can be two dimensional (flat) or three-dimensional.

Each person learns in their own way. Some people learn better by reading, while others like to hear, touch or even smell. In museums, we try to make exhibits that use all these methods. Pictures can show us what someplace looked like years ago, while objects can show you the things people used in the past.

Take a look at the items you gathered from around the house. How do they help tell the story of you? Use the diagram below to help you organize your exhibit and then use the worksheet on the next page to create your exhibit. Once you’ve created your exhibit, show it off!

**Title**

**By: Names**

Text: What is the topic of your exhibit? Give me a little background information:
- Who?
- What?
- Where?
- When?

Image Label & Caption: What is this a picture of?

Text: Why?

How? & After that, what happened? Why is this important?

Fun Fact the Reader Should Know...

Image Label & Caption

Image Label & Caption

Image Label & Caption
Flowers-Roberts House, 1923

The brick house at 725 North Dawson Street was built in 1923 for Joseph Hampton Flowers and his family. The house was built on the footprint of the 1893 Ewart mansion that burned in an electrical fire in 1922. The house was sold from the Flowers family to Mildred and Fritz Roberts in 1939. The Roberts family had five children who had many adventures on the property. The family had a horse and a small barn in the backyard. Once, one of the children rode the horse up the front walkway of the house! The Roberts family added a big basement beneath the house that they used as a game room. The basement also has a fallout shelter with thick concrete walls. It was built during the Cold War era.

Did you know?
The logo for the Thomasville History Center is inspired by the decorations above the windows on the Flowers-Roberts House.

The front yard of the Flowers-Roberts House has several big magnolia trees. In the late spring, the mangolias bloom with big white flowers the size of dinner plates.

The black wrought iron fence is more than 100 years old. It is one of the few things left from the original house.
Smith Homestead, c. 1870

This dogtrot style log house was built about 1870 by Rufus Smith and his wife Cecilia. Located on Enon Church Road in the northeast corner of Thomas County, the three-room House sat on a 504-acre farm and housed Rufus, Cecilia, and their five children. While Rufus and his wife slept in the bedroom, the children would make bedding for themselves on the floor. Although many land owners managed their property by renting to tenant farmers and sharecroppers, the Smiths were a yeoman farm family (middle-class).

Yeoman farmers worked the land with their families, and occasionally hired hands. You can guess how successful the family's farm was by looking at the construction of their house. The glass windows and raised foundation show that they could afford some of the more expensive building materials. The Smith House was designed for a warm-weather like we have in south Georgia. Dogtrot-style homes like this one usually had two sections of the house connected by a breezeway that let air flow through while limiting warming sunlight. The Smith Log House was built in the “slat pine” style with cracks between wall planks, to allow even more cooling breezes to enter the house while limiting heat. During cold spells, additional wood planks, mud, and clay could be used to seal the cracks.

Why are there so many children in the picture of the log house if the Smiths only had 5? For a long time, the History Center believed that the Smiths had 13 children! It was only after careful research that we discovered there were only 5. We're always learning new things!
Joyner-Calloway House, 1877

Emily Joyner, a Civil War widow, purchased this house and lot in 1877 for $125. The original lot was along Jerger Street, about the current location of the pole barn. Mrs. Joyner had two small quarters loaded on logs, and moved to her lot, where the small hallway was built to join the two structures together, a lot like the Smith Log House’s breezeway, just all closed in. When the Ewart family purchased the rest of the block in 1893, Emily Joyner refused to sell at first. She finally sold to Ewart in 1895 for $1,000! The Ewart family then used this house as servants’ quarters and moved the house to the corner of Jerger and Crawford Streets. Mrs. Joyner used the proceeds from the sale to build a larger, nicer house at the corner of Dawson and Washington Streets. The property at 725 N. Dawson was purchased by the Flowers family in 1909, and they moved their children’s nanny, Matilda King Calloway, into the house. Mrs. Calloway lived in the house until 1942. After she moved out, the Roberts used it as a guest cottage and then as headquarters for Thomasville Landmarks until 1970.

The Joyner-Calloway House has 3 raised garden beds. Draw the flowers and vegetables you would plant if you lived in the house.
Metcalfe Courthouse, 1892

Metcalfe, is a small community located 8 miles to the southeast of Thomasville. It was founded as a railroad boomtown; that means that when the railroad built a depot, or stop, a small town built up nearby. The community was known for farming and timber, and watermelons. In 1889. By 1892, Metcalfe asked the County to build a courthouse in the town. The courthouse was rarely or never used for court and instead the building was used as a meeting place for the residents of Metcalfe and was the voting location for every election until 2002. In 2003, the Courthouse was in severe disrepair and was put up for auction by the County. The History Center won the bid, and the building was moved to Museum grounds in 2004. It came with its contents, including benches, ballot boxes, and materials.
Ewart Bowling Alley, 1896

Oliver Ewart, a banker who split time between New York and Mount Vernon, Ohio, purchased the lot at 725 North Dawson Street in 1893 and built a three-level mansion. Three years later, he added this ten-pin bowling lane/shooting gallery/gymnasium for his twelve-year-old son, Robert. Believed to be the second oldest bowling alley left standing in the United States, it is built from heart pine. Pocket doors separate the bowling lane from the gymnasium area, which include twisted hooks on the ceiling to support ropes and swings. The doors also helped maintain heat in the gymnasium section during winter months, while the Ewart family was in Thomasville. The three-level mansion burned while under the ownership of the Joseph Hampton Flowers family in 1923. While the brick building that now houses the museum was under construction, the Flowers family lived in the bowling alley, adding a kitchen and bathroom addition which have been removed. Under the ownership of the Roberts family, 1939-1968, the outside was painted green, the inside painted white and wood railings on the porch were replaced by metal piping. The bowling alley was restored to its original style.
Flowers Playhouse, 1910

In 1910, Joseph Hampton Flowers built matching playhouses for two of his granddaughters who were cousins, Marguerite Heard Neel and Claire Flewellyn Flowers. This playhouse went to Claire Flewellyn Flowers, whose photograph is on display. Watch your head if you go inside!

The Traveling Playhouse
In 1939, the Playhouse was moved for the first time to the property of Claire Flewellyn Flowers Varnedoe and her husband Heeth Varnedoe for their children to play in. Through the rest of the twentieth century, whenever one set of Flowers children became too old and another generation was born, the house would be moved again. Four generations of Flowers children have frolicked in this Playhouse which was donated to the History Center by Claire Varnedoe Thomas, Claire Flewellyn Flowers Varnedoe’s daughter.
Roberts Garage, 1942

The Roberts Garage was constructed in 1942 shortly after the Roberts family purchased 725 North Dawson Street. Built to match the main house, the Garage originally had a cupola that was blown off during Hurricane Kate in 1985. The six door, three bay Garage was also built with a drive that wrapped around the rear to allow drivers to face forward when pulling out, therefore never having to go in reverse or make a U-turn to exit. The Roberts Garage was the longtime home of Mildred Robert's giant Cadillac, which is still well-remembered by many.

The Roberts Garage is home to several vehicles, most notably, the 1916 American LaFrance, which is believed to be the Thomasville Fire Department’s first motorized fire engine. It is also home to Miss Fannie Chisholm's 1926 hardtop Model T. Miss Fannie drove her car, nicknamed the “Blue Bomber” for its once deep-blue color, until 1961. In her later years, Miss Fannie earned a reputation as an unconventional driver, frequently going through stop signs and stop lights, and driving down the middle of streets which earned her the nickname “The Moses of Broad Street.” Folklore has it she had her license revoked after it was discovered she was legally blind. In addition to the “Blue Bomber,” the 1923 Cox Model T is also a part of the automobile collection. Legend has it Mr. Cox found his original Model T many years after selling it, and restored it in the 1960s. The Faulk family of Cairo donated it to the Thomasville History Center after the passing of his widow in the 1980s.